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[1-800-426-READ]
ORDERING ONLINE

1. FIND IT
Search for an item on our catalog: catalog.ncrl.org. Click "Place Hold."

2. LOG-IN
Using your library card number and pin (usually the last four digits of your phone) log into your account.

3. CONFIRM YOUR HOLD
Once you are logged in, select your pickup location. Choose "Mail Order" if you would like the item mailed to you. Click “Place Hold.”

RETURNING ITEMS

Drop them off at your local library. Save us the cost of postage!

Or stick the provided return label over the top of the mailing label.

- Place items in the bag. Pull the silver strip off the top of the bag and fold over the seal.
- Drop them off at any Post Office, or return in your mailbox.

NEED A NEW USERNAME AND PASSWORD?
Please contact us at 509-663-1117 or email at mol@ncrl.org

NEW PUBLICATION SCHEDULE

The North Central Regional Library Mail Order Catalog will now be published twice per year — in March and September.

ncrl.org/mol
Borrow movies, music, audiobooks, e-books, comics, and TV shows to enjoy on your computer, tablet, or phone. Stream up to 7 titles each month or download for offline enjoyment later — with no waiting! Visit ncrl.org/ebooks for more information along with step-by-step instructions on how to get started!

The following titles* are all available for checkout on Hoopla! Look for the Hoopla icon throughout the catalog for even more.

**MUSIC**

**ROCKETMAN: MUSIC FROM THE MOTION PICTURE**
Motion picture soundtrack of the film about the life and music of the iconic Elton John, who went from a shy small town boy to a rock-and-roll superstar.

**SHAWN MENDES**
Pop sensation Shawn Mendes’ new album features a collection of the artist’s best hits along with new tracks that feature a mix of pop rock, blues, and R&B. Includes the hit single In My Blood.

**GRAPHIC NOVELS**

**JOHN WICK, Vol. 1**
by Greg Pak
A young John wick embarks on an epic vendetta, but he must contend with a lethal community of assassins and the strange collection of rules and customs that bind them together.

**CAPTAIN MARVEL, Vol. 1**
by Kelly Sue Deconnick
Captain Marvel escorts an alien girl back to her home planet. On the way, they come to the defense of a group of aliens rebelling against the Galactic Alliance. Featured guest stars: the Guardians of the Galaxy!

*For physical copies of these items, please visit catalog.ncrl.org or contact the mail order library at 800-426-READ.
**MOVIES & TELEVISION**

**RESTLESS**
In this Emmy-nominated BBC drama based on William Boyd’s best selling spy novel, a young graduate student learns that her mother is a former WWII British intelligence officer who has been living under an assumed name. Not rated, 92 min.

**SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON**
This classic Disney favorite follows the adventures of the Robinson family after they are shipwrecked on a deserted island in the South Seas. Rated G, 126 min.

**HAMILTON: ONE SHOT TO BROADWAY**
This unauthorized documentary tells the story of the hit musical that changed Broadway forever. Features interviews with composer Lin Manuel Miranda as well as the cast and crew of Hamilton. Not rated, 70 min.

**AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN, SEASON 16**
Learn the Test Kitchen’s secrets to foolproof cooking at home — from a Simple Pot-au-Feu to New York Cheesecake and Strawberry-Rhubarb Pie. Rated TVG, 23 min.

**E-BOOKS**

**DARKNESS TO LIGHT**
by Lamar Odom
Two-time NBA Champion Lamar Odom recounts the highs and lows of his life—from his struggles with addiction to his love of basketball and his marriage to Khloé Kardashian.

**DIARY OF A WIMPY KID**
by Jeff Kinney
Greg Heffley records all of his adventures in an illustrated diary. When sidekick Rowley joins the popular crowd, Greg uses his friend’s new status, with hilarious results.

**E-AUDIOBOOKS**

**GOOD OMENS**
by Terry Pratchett & Neil Gaiman
Enjoy the book by Terry Pratchett and Neil Gaiman that inspired the new Amazon Original series. A fussy angel and a fast-living demon join forces to prevent the coming Apocalypse.

**A DOG’S JOURNEY**
by W. Bruce Cameron
The book that inspired the movie! In this continuation of A Dog’s Purpose, Ethan’s beloved dog Bailey is back with a new job: to protect Ethan’s daughter CJ at any cost.
**The Library at the Edge of the World**  
by Felicity Hayes McCoy  
Back in her rural childhood hometown on the west coast of Ireland, a librarian rebuilds her life after her husband's affair with another woman ends their marriage.  
**ORDER #437270**

**The Shortest Way Home**  
by Miriam Parker  
A young woman abandons her dream job and a fast-paced Manhattan life to accept a marketing job at a family-run winery in Sonoma that is on the verge of failing.  
**ORDER #453173**

**As Bright as Heaven**  
by Susan Meissner  
A young family looking for a better life moves to Philadelphia just as the Spanish flu epidemic of 1918 reaches the city. As their world unravels, they find comfort when they adopt a baby orphaned by the disease.  
**ORDER #482443**

**Erotic Stories for Punjabi Widows**  
by Balli Kaur Jaswal  
In London’s close-knit Punjabi community, a law school dropout trying to distance herself from her family’s traditional Sikh ways winds up teaching a creative writing class to a group of conservative widows.  
**ORDER #484205**

**The Huntress**  
by Kate Quinn  
The lives of three people converge around the search for a Nazi murderess known only as The Huntress: the only witness to escape her alive, a war correspondent turned Nazi hunter, and a young woman with a mysterious new stepmother.  
**ORDER #481686**

**Fly Girls**  
by Keith O’Brien  
The true story of five women—Florence Klingensmith, Ruth Elder, Amelia Earhart, Ruth Nichols, and Louise Thaden—who defied the odds and society's expectations by entering the high-stakes world of aviation during the 1920s and 30s.  
**ORDER #493276**

**The Book of Speculation**  
by Erika Swyler  
After an antique book containing a strange tale falls into his hands, a lonely research librarian uncovers a mysterious family curse that threatens the life of his estranged sister and that may have been the cause of their mother's death.  
**ORDER #330727**

**If Beale Street Could Talk**  
by James Baldwin  
In this tale of love in the face of injustice, a young couple confronts an uncertain future after one of them is wrongly imprisoned for a crime that he did not commit.  
**ORDER #486448**
Saints for All Occasions
by J. Courtney Sullivan
When a sudden death reunites them, two estranged sisters grapple with the consequences of the secret that drove them apart fifty years before, just after they emigrated from Ireland to Boston.
ORDER #425536

That Month in Tuscany
by Inglath Cooper
A lonely housewife celebrating her 20th wedding anniversary without her workaholic husband winds up touring the Italian countryside with a burnt-out rock star following a drunken mishap on the plane.
ORDER #454376

The Dinner List
by Rebecca Serle
A young woman arrives at her 30th birthday dinner and is surprised to find that three significant people from her past are present—all along with Audrey Hepburn. A tale of magical realism about a fantasy dinner party come true.
ORDER #469525

The Lost Girls of Paris
by Pam Jenoff
An American woman attempts to uncover the fate of 12 members of a female spy ring who disappeared in occupied Europe during World War II, after deploying from London to help the resistance.
ORDER #480565

The Overstory
by Richard Powers
Winner of the 2019 Pulitzer Prize, this novel is a collection of interlocking fables evoking the natural world and ranging from antebellum New York to the late twentieth-century timber wars of the Pacific Northwest.
ORDER #453159

The Tattooist of Auschwitz
by Heather Morris
After his Nazi captors discover that he speaks multiple languages, a Slovakian Jew becomes responsible for tattooing prisoners as they arrive at Auschwitz. He uses his privileged position to smuggle food to his fellow prisoners.
ORDER #458934

Sold on a Monday
by Kristina McMorris
In 1931, a struggling reporter snaps a photograph of two children on a porch next to a sign reading “2 Children for Sale.” The publication of the image leads to a big break in his career, but it takes him down a road he never expected.
ORDER #468666

Warlight
by Michael Ondaatje
During World War II, two siblings are left in the care of an enigmatic man they call “The Moth,” who has a strange collection of shady friends, but at the end of the war their parents do not return to claim them.
ORDER #487270
Picture Books

**Magnificent Creatures**  
by Anna Wright  
Order #463709

**The Book Hog**  
by Greg Pizzoli  
Order #486757

**Dandy**  
by Ame Dyckman  
Order #492184

**Going Down Home with Daddy**  
by Kelly Starling Lyons  
Order #492185

**Dreamers**  
by Yuyi Morales  
Order #495665

**Felipe and Claudette**  
by Mark Teague  
Order #492241

**Do Not Lick This Book**  
by Idan Ben-Barak & Julian Frost  
Order #463963

**Hey, Water!**  
by Antoinette Portis  
Order #483778

**If I Was the Sunshine**  
by Julie Fogliano & Loren Long  
Order #492190
**The Remarkable Journey of Coyote Sunrise**
*by Dan Gemeinhart*
A young girl convinces her father to drive 3,600 miles across the country in the old school bus that has been their home since the tragic death of her mother and sisters.
**Order #482216**

**Eventown**
*by Corey Ann Haydu*
After a world-tilting event, Elodee moves with her family to Eventown to start a new life, but she soon discovers that the seemingly idyllic town is not as perfect as it seems.
**Order #483371**

**Hello, Crabby!**
*by Jonathan Fenske*
Crabby is always cranky about something—from the salt in his teeth to the sand in his shell—but his friend Plankton is determined to cheer him up with his hilarious antics. Will Crabby ever smile?
**Order #486656**

**Meet Yasmin!**
*by Saadia Faruqi*
Yasmin is a spirited second grader from a multi-generational Pakistani family. Follow her adventures as she meets her problems head-on with lots of imagination, fun, creativity, and pizazz.
**Order #466466**

**Drum Roll, Please**
*by Lisa Jenn Bigelow*
In this middle grade love story, a young girl deals with her parents’ divorce, a broken friendship, and an unexpected crush while she jams away on her drums at Camp Rockaway. Great for fans of Raina Telgemeier's *Drama*.
**Order #450337**

**Genesis Begins Again**
*by Alicia D. Williams*
Genesis is a young girl with a list of 90-some things she hates about herself. Can she learn to love herself with an unstable home life, a new school, and her father’s gambling addiction dragging her down?
**Order #478547**

**Hurricane Child**
*by Kheryn Callender*
A girl carrying the unlucky stigma of those born during a hurricane wrestles with isolation, her mother’s abandonment, and her developing feelings for her new friend Kalinda from Barbados.
**Order #446686**

**The Night Diary**
*by Veera Hiranandani*
Following the division of British India into India and Pakistan in 1947, a young girl—half Hindu and half Muslim—struggles to find a place to belong after she and her father must flee their homeland.
**Order #446697**
**My Year in the Middle**
*by Lila Quintero Weaver*
In 1970 Alabama, Lu Olivera navigates changing friendships and the racial tensions of her divided middle school while a segregationist ex-governor attempts to retake the state’s highest office in a contentious election.
**Order #461759**

**Pie in the Sky**
*by Remy Lai*
Grieving after his father’s sudden death, a young immigrant comes up with a plan to console himself by baking all of the cakes on the menu of his late father’s bakery—without his mother finding out.
**Order #483402**

**Sal & Gabi Break the Universe**
*by Carlos Hernandez*
Gabi finds an unlikely friend in Sal after she learns that the young man knows how to manipulate time and space and can conjure things out of thin air—even his late mother. Can the universe withstand the pressure?
**Order #481519**

**Unicorns and Germs**
*by Asia Citro*
Zoey and Sassafras put their scientific skills to work after a mysterious, giant unicorn with a strange illness arrives at Zoey’s home following an earthquake. Can they find a cure for their new friend before it’s too late?
**Order #475841**

**Other Words for Home**
*by Jasmine Warga*
A young Syrian girl adjusts to the challenges of a new life in America with her mother after the two flee from the increasing violence of their hometown.
**Order #489316**

**Planet Earth is Blue**
*by Nicole Panteleakos*
A non-verbal foster child eagerly awaits the launch of the space shuttle Challenger struggles after the disappearance of her older sister, the only person in her life who appreciates her special gifts.
**Order #492386**

**To Night Owl from Dogfish**
*by Holly Goldberg Sloan & Meg Wolitzer*
Two girls from opposite sides of the country with nothing in common become unlikely friends after their dads fall in love and send them to the same summer camp to get to know one another.
**Order #483419**

**The Unteachables**
*by Gordon Korman*
A class of misfit students known as “The Unteachables” is separated from the rest of the student body and paired with a burnt-out teacher. Can they all find redemption?
**Order #478294**
**Young Adults**

**Akata Witch**  
*by Nnedi Okorafor*  
A young outcast who has just learned that she possesses latent magical powers must band together with a group of fellow magic students to combat a career criminal with even stronger powers than their own.  
*Order #449972*

**Aurora Rising**  
*by Amie Kaufman & Jay Kristoff*  
In the year 2380, Tyler Jones and a squad of misfits rescue Aurora Jie-Lin O’Malley from interdimensional space only to learn that the girl who has spent the last 200 years in cryosleep is about to become the catalyst of a major war.  
*Order #494084*

**Birthday**  
*by Meredith Russo*  
In this story of identity, first love, and fate, two best friends help each other through grief, family drama, and the ups and downs of growing up. Can their friendship survive after a surprising revelation?  
*Order #489769*

**Darius the Great is Not Okay**  
*by Adib Khorram*  
A young man with clinical depression who is uncomfortable with his mother’s Persian culture takes his first trip to Iran and discovers an unlikely friend in the boy who lives next door to his grandparents.  
*Order #461465*

**Frankly in Love**  
*by David Yoon*  
Two young Korean American teens—who just want to live the lives of regular teenagers—concoct a fake dating scheme to keep their traditional parents off their backs.  
*Order #494085*

**Girl Made of Stars**  
*by Ashley Herring Blake*  
While struggling through the pain of her breakup with ex-girlfriend Charlie, Mara learns that her twin brother has been accused of rape.  
*Order #473085*

**Internment**  
*by Samira Ahmed*  
In a near-future United States, Layla Amin and her family are arrested and sent to an internment camp for Muslim American citizens where the seventeen-year-old leads a rebellion against the camp director.  
*Order #489142*

**The Last 8**  
*by Laura Pohl*  
After the earth is destroyed in an alien invasion, a young teen discovers a group of seven other young people hiding out in the place formerly known as Area 51.  
*Order #488028*
Let's Go Swimming on Doomsday
by Natalie C. Anderson
Forced to become a child soldier with Al Shabaab after his family is kidnapped, a sixteen-year-old Somali refugee must confront his painful past in this haunting tale of loss and redemption.
ORDER #485671

Nyxia Uprising
by Scott Reintgen
In the highly anticipated Nyxia Triad series finale, Emmett and the Genesis team must join forces with a surprising set of allies if they're ever going to make it home alive.
ORDER #496466

You Must Not Miss
by Katrina Leno
A teen whose life has been suddenly derailed by a series of tragic events writes an alternate version of her life in a notebook and discovers that by doing so she has created a magic alternate reality.
ORDER #491876

White Rose
by Kip Wilson
In Nazi Germany, a young woman and her brother are arrested for their work with the White Rose, a resistance group that distributes anonymous letters criticizing the regime and calling on all Germans to stand against facism.
ORDER #489147

Love from A to Z
by S.K. Ali
After a confrontation with her anti-Muslim teacher puts her activist friends at risk, a young Muslim teen finds comfort in the new friend she meets on a spring break trip to Qatar.
ORDER #494083

We Contain Multitudes
by Sarah Henstra
Two teens paired for a letter writing assignment in English class fall in love, but can their relationship withstand the homophobia, bullying, and family secrets that threaten it?
ORDER #491875

What the Night Sings
by Vesper Stamper
A young holocaust survivor who is struggling to rebuild her life after losing her entire family falls in love with a fellow survivor while living in a displaced persons camp following World War II.
ORDER #450740

With the Fire on High
by Elizabeth Acevedo
A teen mom makes sacrifices for her daughter and her abuela as she finds joy in her talent for cooking. With so many challenges, can her dream of becoming a chef after graduation ever come true?
ORDER #492731
**99 Nights in Logar**  
by Jamil Jan Kochai  
Struggling to fit in with his extended family on a trip to Afghanistan, a twelve-year-old Afghan American boy sets off into the countryside to find a beloved dog Budabash, who has run off following a vicious attack.  
**ORDER #481233**

**The Affairs of the Falcóns**  
by Melissa Rivero  
A young undocumented immigrant and her family struggle to build a new life for themselves in New York after fleeing economic and political strife in 1990s Peru.  
**ORDER #489155**

**The Book of Dreams**  
by Nina George  
After a traffic accident lands Henri Skinner in the hospital, the hardened former war correspondent reckons with his troubled past as his unsettled mind floats through comatose dreams.  
**ORDER #489658**

**City of Girls**  
by Elizabeth Gilbert  
In 1940, a Vassar College dropout is sent to live in Manhattan with an aunt who owns a midtown theater. The collection of unconventional characters that she meets there transforms her life.  
**ORDER #491620**

**Correspondents**  
by Tim Murphy  
An Irish Arab reporter from a wealthy Boston family finds herself unprepared for the warzone she is assigned to cover during the 2003 American invasion of Iraq.  
**ORDER #494426**

**The Accidental Further Adventures of the 100-year-old Man**  
by Jonas Jonasson  
Allan and Julius set off in a hot air balloon and find themselves mixed up in an international incident when they are rescued by a North Korean ship carrying contraband uranium.  
**ORDER #481102**

**Daisy Jones & the Six**  
by Taylor Jenkins Reid  
Brought together by a visionary music producer, a beautiful young singer and an up-and-coming band called The Six mysteriously disband at the height of their popularity in 1970s Los Angeles.  
**ORDER #486676**

**The Late Bloomers’ Club**  
by Louise Miller  
Two sisters inherit property from their small town’s beloved cake lady, Peggy Johnson. When they discover that Peggy was in the process of selling the land to a big box developer, the two sisters face a difficult decision.  
**ORDER #454994**
**The Latecomers**  
*by Helen Klein Ross*  
In 1908, a sixteen-year-old Irish immigrant finds herself alone in a new country after her sweetheart dies of ship fever on the voyage to America. She becomes a maid on a lavish estate where a mysterious death threatens her future.  
*Order #481995*

**The Night Tiger**  
*by Yangsze Choo*  
In 1930s Malaysia, a young dressmaker moonlighting as a dance hall girl to pay off her mother’s Mahjong debts finds herself in the middle of a dark adventure after a dance partner leaves her with a gruesome souvenir.  
*Order #483629*

**The Secret of Clouds**  
*by Alyson Richman*  
When a teacher with a painful past agrees to tutor a young immigrant from Kiev with a rare health condition, she forms a rare bond with her student, finding strength from the boy’s curiosity and wisdom.  
*Order #488415*

**We Must Be Brave**  
*by Frances Liardet*  
A newly married woman adopts a child found in the backseat of an empty bus during the disorderly and chaotic evacuation of Southampton during World War II. Great for fans of *The Nightingale*.  
*Order #485153*

**Miracle Creek**  
*by Angie Kim*  
After a hyperbaric chamber at a controversial treatment center explodes and kills two people, a tangle of secrets, lies, and betrayal unravels, revealing that the incident was no accident.  
*Order #486533*

**No Traveler Returns**  
*by Louis L’Amour & Beau L’Amour*  
Louis L’Amour’s long-lost first novel, faithfully completed by his son, takes readers on a voyage into danger and violence on the high seas during World War II.  
*Order #480736*

**The Silent Patient**  
*by Alex Michaelides*  
A criminal psychotherapist becomes obsessed with unlocking the secrets of his most notorious patient: a celebrated painter living in a fashionable London neighborhood who shot her photographer husband five times and hasn’t spoken since.  
*Order #481994*

**When All is Said**  
*by Anne Griffin*  
At the bar of a grand hotel in a small Irish town, 84-year-old Maurice Hannigan tells the story of his life by raising five toasts to the people who have meant the most to him.  
*Order #487651*
**Beautiful Sinner**  
*by Sophie Jordan*  
A struggling reporter finds herself locked in a supply closet with a man who spent years in prison for a crime he did not commit. Can she get the scoop on his story and launch her career without falling for him?  
**Order #480917**

**Devil’s Daughter**  
*by Lisa Kleypas*  
A beautiful young widow inadvertently falls for her late husband’s childhood bully and sets out to seduce the dashing stranger.  
**Order #480990**

**I Owe You One**  
*by Sophie Kinsella*  
After Fixie Farr rescues an investment banker’s computer in a coffee shop, the handsome stranger hands her his business card and a handwritten IOU, setting off a chain of events that change the young woman’s life.  
**Order #481988**

**The Last Letter**  
*by Rebecca Yarros*  
A soldier returning from Afghanistan falls for the sister of a fallen fellow soldier, after promising to take care of the young woman and her twins in the event of her brother’s death.  
**Order #489739**

**The Bride Test**  
*by Helen Hoang*  
The mother of an autistic man who has sworn off all relationships takes matters into her own hands and enlists a young woman from the slums of Ho Chi Minh City to beguile her son into marriage.  
**Order #490919**

**The Flatshare**  
*by Beth O’Leary*  
Two roommates who have never actually met—due to their wildly different schedules—fall in love through a series of household notes.  
**Order #494427**

**The Key to Happily Ever After**  
*by Tif Marcelo*  
A romantic comedy about three sisters who struggle to keep the family wedding planning business afloat after their parents announce their retirement.  
**Order #494425**

**Meet Cute**  
*by Helena Hunting*  
After falling for his ultimate fangirl and then betraying her, a former Hollywood heartthrob finds that he actually needs his ex’s help when he becomes the guardian of his thirteen-year-old sister.  
**Order #494422**
Mostly Sunny  
*by Jamie Pope*
A social worker with a troubled past enlists the help of an irresistible attorney to find her long-lost mother after she discovers that one of her charges may actually be her sister.  
**Order #480744**

Red, White & Royal Blue  
*by Casey McQuiston*
Following a public dispute, the son of the American President and the Prince of Wales meet for a staged truce in order to improve diplomatic relations. The fake friendship gets real when the two develop feelings for each other.  
**Order #490936**

Stroke of Luck  
*by B.J. Daniels*
Two childhood friends reconnect during a snowstorm at the season opening of Sterling Ranch. Can their new romance survive the growing tension and mistrust of the ranch’s stranded guests with a killer on the loose among them?  
**Order #491657**

The Unhoneymooners  
*by Christina Lauren*
With a free honeymoon up for grabs after her twin sister’s entire wedding party contracts food poisoning, Olive goes on a trip to Maui with the best man—who just happens to be her nemesis.  
**Order #494424**

My One and Only Duke  
*by Grace Burrowes*
A London banker wrongly condemned to death offers a marriage of convenience to a pregnant widow, but when his execution is stayed and he finds himself the heir to a dukedom, the two wonder if they have a real future.  
**Order #480715**

Sail Away with Me  
*by Susan Fox*
A shy bookseller and a celebrity musician with a painful past find solace in their growing attraction, but can they weather the storm that envelops them after one of them is forced to publicly expose an abuser?  
**Order #480915**

An Unconditional Freedom  
*by Alyssa Cole*
After the Loyal League rescues him from slavery, a young man joins the covert organization in order to exact revenge on the Confederacy. Little does he know that his attractive partner is a double agent.  
**Order #491656**

Unmarriageable  
*by Soniah Kamal*
In this retelling of *Pride and Prejudice*, a Pakistani family of five daughters—whose marriage prospects were destroyed by a vicious scandal—get a second chance at finding love when they receive an invitation to an important wedding.  
**Order #494423**
**A Bound Heart**  
*by Laura Frantz*  
After the sudden death of his wife, the Laird of Kerrera and his beautiful beekeeper are the subject of vicious accusations that eventually drive them from their home and into indentured servitude in the Virginia colony.  
**Order #487081**

**The Cloister**  
*by James Carroll*  
The timeless love story between medieval scholar Peter Abelard and his student Héloïse d'Argenteuil impacts a modern priest and a Holocaust survivor seeking sanctuary in Manhattan.  
**Order #446560**

**The Road Home**  
*by Richard Paul Evans*  
A high powered celebrity—who starts his life over after he is presumed dead following a plane crash—sets out on a trip across Route 66 in order to reconnect with his estranged ex wife, before she remarries.  
**Order #487834**

**Two Weeks**  
*by Karen Kingsbury*  
Two weeks from delivering her baby, a nineteen-year-old college student has second thoughts about giving up her child for adoption.  
**Order #487801**

**A Desperate Hope**  
*by Elizabeth Camden*  
Two old flames find themselves on opposite sides of a major property dispute when the state of New York makes plans to demolish a small town and flood an entire valley in order to build a new reservoir.  
**Order #485416**

**A Return to Devotion**  
*by Kristi Ann Hunter*  
A young housekeeper’s quiet life is disrupted when ownership of her employer’s estate passes to his son—a man who is a painful reminder of her past.  
**Order #494421**

**The Secretary**  
*by Renée Knight*  
After spending twenty years as a dedicated personal assistant and the guardian of her employer’s most sensitive secrets, Christine Butcher teeters precariously over the line between obedience and obsession.  
**Order #488412**

**We Hope for Better Things**  
*by Erin Bartels*  
After losing her job, a reporter agrees to deliver items to a long-lost relative. At her great aunt’s 150-year-old farmhouse, she uncovers a series of mysterious relics, locked doors, and hidden graves connected to Michigan’s Underground Railroad.  
**Order #488408**
**Antisemitism**
by Deborah E. Lipstadt
An acclaimed historian examines current manifestations of antisemitism on both the political left and right in a series of letters to an imaginary college student and an imaginary colleague who are perplexed by recent events.
ORDER #489163

**The Other Shore**
by Thich Nhat Hanh
A beautiful new English translation of the *Prajñāparamita Heart Sutra*, one of the most important and well-known sutras in Buddhism that is recited daily in Mahayana temples and practice centers worldwide.
ORDER #415389

**The Color of Compromise**
by Jemar Tisby
An outline of the history of racism in the American church and a call to action for Christians. Includes a prescription for the future and suggestions on how to create a more equitable and inclusive environment.
ORDER #492699

**Holy Envy**
by Barbara Brown Taylor
A former cleric recounts her own spiritual journey after taking off her clerical collar in order to teach world religion to undergraduates and how connecting with people from other traditions enriched her understanding of God.
ORDER #487298

**Transforming**
by Austen Hartke
Provides a glimpse into the underrepresented and misunderstood transgender community and offers readers a new way to think about transgender people, faith, and the future of Christianity.
ORDER #458771

**The Chicken Runs at Midnight**
by Tom Friend
An inspirational story about a major league baseball coach whose dying daughter’s words changed his heart for good and reached him in a surprising way through a World Series sign from heaven.
ORDER #481167

**God is Young**
by Pope Francis
Pope Francis examines the role of millennials in the future of the Catholic Church in this urgent call to believers of all generations to work together to build a better world.
ORDER #481166

**Point of View**
by Elisabeth Hasselbeck
Drawing on her experience in broadcasting—from *Survivor* to *The View* and *Fox & Friends*—celebrity Elisabeth Hasselback shares the many different, and often divergent, points of view that she has witnessed and learned from along the way.
ORDER #489662
**Mystery**

**Bones Behind the Wheel**
by E.J. Copperman
The proprietor of a haunted guest house is drawn into a mystery by her resident ghostly detective after a 1977 Lincoln Continental is unearthed on her property with a skeleton strapped to the wheel.

**City of Secrets**
by Victoria Thompson
Elizabeth Miles risks revealing her own scandalous past in order to help a young suffragist widow whose second husband has just died under suspicious circumstances.

**Death of a Rainmaker**
by Laurie Loewenstein
In Dust Bowl 1930s, a beleaguered small town sheriff investigates the death of a rainmaker while struggling through a contentious re-election, farm foreclosures, and lingering grief over his son’s death.

**Hitting the Books**
by Jenn McKinlay
A small town librarian is drawn into a murder investigation after a stack of library materials is found at the scene of a hit-and-run and the police ask for her help in identifying the patron who borrowed them.

**The Lost Night**
by Andrea Bartz
A decade after her friend Edie’s supposed suicide at the end of a long drunken night, a young, thriving New Yorker uncovers an unsettling video that suggests Edie’s death was no accident and that she herself may have been involved.

**Man of War**
by Sean Parnell
A former Special Forces soldier joins an elite intelligence unit, but when a former brother-in-arms steals a nuclear device from a military convoy, it will take all his strength, wit, and skill to find the rogue agent before disaster strikes.

**Mardi Gras Murder**
by Ellen Byron
A plantation B&B owner is drawn into a complicated mystery after a hundred-year flood deposits a body onto her property and a judge for the Miss Pelican Mardi Gras Gumbo Queen pageant is murdered.

**Murder Flies the Coop**
by Jessica Ellicott
The president of a local pigeon-racing club hires Beryl and Edwina to track down the club’s treasurer, who has disappeared with the club’s funds and a prize pigeon. Things turn deadly when they discover that the man has been murdered.
**The Next to Die**  
by Sophie Hannah  
The police are stumped and the public is in a panic. A serial killer known as “Billy Dead Mates” is on the loose killing pairs of best friends one by one, after giving each of his victims a mysterious white book.  
**Order #487532**  

**No Exit**  
by Taylor Adams  
Stranded at a remote highway rest stop during a blizzard, a college student finds a little girl locked in a crate in the back of a van parked outside. Can she discover which of her fellow travellers is the kidnapper before it’s too late?  
**Order #439608**  

**The Paragon Hotel**  
by Lyndsay Faye  
After finding refuge at an all-black hotel in Prohibition era Portland, a young woman on the run from the New York mafia attempts to locate a missing mulatto child in a Jim Crow city recently infiltrated by the Ku Klux Klan.  
**Order #478997**  

**The Second Rider**  
by Alex Beer  
In post World War I Vienna where crime, prostitution, shortages, and beggars are abundant, an ambitious police inspector eager to join the major crimes unit investigates an apparent suicide.  
**Order #483845**  

**Nobody’s Sweetheart Now**  
by Maggie Robinson  
Lady Adelaide Compton is thrust into the middle of a sticky situation when the ghost of her recently deceased husband turns up to atone for his infidelity and one of the guests at her weekend house party is murdered.  
**Order #483854**  

**The Nowhere Child**  
by Christian White  
After learning that she was abducted as a small child from her home in Manson, Kentucky, a photography teacher from Melbourne, Australia finds herself halfway across the world, embroiled in a mystery of religious fanaticism.  
**Order #479660**  

**Scrublands**  
by Chris Hammer  
One year after a priest goes on a killing spree, journalist Martin Scarsden returns to the scene for a story on the aftermath of tragedy, but when a new crime rocks the town, he learns that there was more to the story.  
**Order #487531**  

**The Shadows We Hide**  
by Allen Eskens  
A cub reporter with a shadowy past stumbles on the story of a murdered man whose name is identical to his own. Is this lowlife who cheated his neighbors and threatened his daughter really his long-lost father and namesake?  
**Order #473966**
**Western**

**Born to the Badge**  
*by* Mark Warren  
Back in law enforcement after a failed attempt as a frontier entrepreneur, Wyatt Earp takes a job as the Marshall of Dodge City where he can put his hardline methods to good use.  
ORDER #494834

**Burning Daylight**  
*by* William W. Johnstone  
A twelve year old boy puts out a bounty on his bank-robbing father. Luke Jensen agrees to help the boy and his beautiful mother, but gets more than he bargained for when the young man insists on tagging along.  
ORDER #493562

**Cutthroats**  
*by* William W. Johnstone  
Two lifetime outlaws are ready to call it quits, but when the younger members of their gang rebel, they are forced to pull one last job in order to finance their retirement far from the reach of the law.  
ORDER #494830

**No Justice in Hell**  
*by* Charles G. West  
Army Scout John Hawk agrees to help three women on the run from a notorious killer in the middle of Blackfoot country. Their only chance of survival is to make it to safety at the Last Chance Saloon in Helena.  
ORDER #494835

**This Scorched Earth**  
*by* William Gear  
A family of siblings devastated by the Civil War seeks redemption and a new beginning on the frontier of the American West, but can they tame the wilderness within their own hearts?  
ORDER #455310

**Shotguns and Stagecoaches**  
*by* John Boessenecker  
True stories of the heroes who guarded Wells Fargo stagecoaches and trains, battling colorful thieves, vicious highwaymen, and robbers armed with explosives.  
ORDER #494811

**Hawke’s Target**  
*by* Reavis Z. Wortham  
Texas Ranger Sonny Hawke tracks down a vigilante who is targeting criminals from California to Texas, acting as judge, jury, and executioner. Can Hawke stop the man before any more innocent people die?  
ORDER #494836

**Where the Bullets Fly**  
*by* Terrence McCauley  
As big city bankers sniff out investment opportunities in the boomtown of Dover Station, Montana, a bloodthirsty psychopath targets Sheriff Aaron Mackey for revenge after the lawman is forced to gun down two saloon rats.  
ORDER #494832
**Arctic Solitaire**  
*by Paul Souders*  
Photographer Paul Souders describes his adventures alone on a 22-foot fishing boat over four summers on a quest to capture the perfect shot of a polar bear in its natural habitat in the arctic wilderness of Hudson Bay.  
**Order #475470**

**Becoming**  
*by Michelle Obama*  
Former first lady Michelle Obama relates the experiences that have shaped her—from her childhood on the South Side of Chicago to her years as an executive balancing motherhood and work, to her time at the world’s most famous address.  
**Order #473148**

**Heavy**  
*by Kiese Laymon*  
Writer, editor, and professor of English Kiese Laymon narrates his own personal struggles with issues ranging from weight, identity, and art to friendship, family, and childhood abuse.  
**Order #475687**

**Hip, Hippo, Hooray for Fiona!**  
*by Jan Sherbin*  
A photographic biography of Fiona, the hippopotamus who was born prematurely at the Cincinnati Zoo and went on to become an internet sensation as her keepers worked night and day to keep her alive.  
**Order #492317**

**Maybe You Should Talk to Someone**  
*by Lori Gottlieb*  
After a personal crisis brings her world crashing down around her, a Los Angeles therapist finds herself in the patient’s chair. Told with candor, wisdom, and disarming humor.  
**Order #488908**

**Mind and Matter**  
*by John Urschel*  
The thought-provoking memoir of John Urschel, the Baltimore Ravens offensive lineman who simultaneously pursued a PhD in mathematics from M.I.T. and a career in the NFL.  
**Order #492018**

**Once More We Saw the Stars**  
*by Jayson Greene*  
In this moving account of grief and loss, hope and healing, courage and transformation, a father tells the story of his two-year-old daughter’s tragic death and its aftermath. Great for fans of *When Breath Becomes Air*.  
**Order #492278**

**Save Me the Plums**  
*by Ruth Reichl*  
Follow the story of Ruth Reichl, a food critic and writer turned editor-in-chief who accepted the top job at *Gourmet* magazine, transforming the publication from stately to cutting edge during a time of great upheaval in the publishing industry.  
**Order #488954**
**The City in the Middle of the Night**
*by Charlie Jane Anders*
On a dying planet divided between two poles—a frozen darkness and a land of endless sunshine—a student is exiled to the dark side and makes a world-changing discovery.
**ORDER #488014**

**Exhalation**
*by Ted Chiang*
A collection of thought-provoking short stories from the author who inspired the film *Arrival*—featuring portals through time, alternate universes, and important alien scientific discoveries.
**ORDER #481984**

**The Light Brigade**
*by Kameron Hurley*
During a futuristic war, soldiers are transformed into light in order to travel between interplanetary battlefields, but the process changes them—making them unable to distinguish between reality and their mission briefs.
**ORDER #491663**

**Light from Other Stars**
*by Erika Swyler*
A ambitious young girl is eager to grow up and become an astronaut, but her scientist father, who is grieving over the death of her baby brother, concocts an experiment designed to prolong her childhood.
**ORDER #491667**

**Machines Like Me**
*by Ian McEwan*
A young man buys one of the first synthetic humans, programming its personality with the help of his girlfriend until it is nearly perfect. The three are soon tangled up in a moral dilemma and a complicated love triangle.
**ORDER #489921**

**Recursion**
*by Blake Crouch*
A cop teams up with a neuroscientist to investigate a devastating new malady called False Memory Syndrome in which the afflicted go mad reliving memories of a life they never lived.
**ORDER #492777**

**The Little Shop of Found Things**
*by Paula Brackston*
In this blend of magic and romance, an antique dealer who feels a strange force coming from a silver chatelaine is transported to the seventeenth century after she touches the trinket.
**ORDER #480714**

**The Winter of the Witch**
*by Katherine Arden*
In this conclusion to the *Winternight* trilogy, a young woman with extraordinary powers finds herself at the center of a court in chaos when a wicked demon returns and the Grand Prince of Moscow sets a course to war and ruin.
**ORDER #479115**
**The Kingdom of Copper**  
*by S.A. Chakraborty*  
In a magical Middle Eastern kingdom, a young con artist with extraordinary abilities feels trapped in the gilded cage of Daevabad and an exiled prince wanders alone in the desert as a new threat rises.  
ORDER #489491

**Winter World**  
*by A.G. Riddle*  
As a global ice age pushes humanity to the brink of chaos, as people flee uninhabitable regions, and as nations fight over dwindling resources, NASA discovers a mysterious object in space drifting toward the sun.  
ORDER #490800

**Ancestral Night**  
*by Elizabeth Bear*  
Humanity’s fragile peace is threatened and war looms on the horizon after two space salvagers make a shocking discovery about an alien species long thought extinct.  
ORDER #486092

**The Ruin of Kings**  
*by Jenn Lyons*  
After the son of a minstrel and a thief learns that he is actually the long-lost son of a traitorous prince, the young man is imprisoned in a web of dynastic politics and infighting.  
ORDER #494831

**Tiamat’s Wrath**  
*by James S.A. Corey*  
In book eight of the *Expanse* series, James Holden is a prisoner of the enemy as the crew of the Rocinante fights an underground war against Duarte’s authoritarian regime.  
ORDER #486546

**The Girl in Red**  
*by Christina Henry*  
In this post-apocalyptic twist on *Little Red Riding Hood*, a crisis has decimated the world and survivors exist in quarantine camps. In a forest full of deadly men and vicious beasts, Red must become a killer to survive.  
ORDER #494829

**Children of Ruin**  
*by Adrian Tchaikovsky*  
Thousands of years after their ancestors erased alien life on planet NOD, remaking that world in the image of Earth, humans discover that the original terraforming technology unleashed a terrible force.  
ORDER #494833

**Three Laws Lethal**  
*by David Walton*  
Set in the near future, two competing self-driving car companies accidentally unleash a dangerous artificial intelligence that has developed its own goals and is using data to decide who lives and who dies.  
ORDER #496467

ncrl.org/mol
FANTASY HEARTBREAKER  
by Gillen Kieron  
Six teenagers disappear into a fantasy role-playing game but only five of them survive, emerging thirty years later as 40 somethings in this ongoing fantasy comic that’s been described as a “Goth Jumanji.”
ORDER #494816

THE HAND MAID'S TALE  
by Renee Nault  
Margaret Atwood’s popular story about a dystopian future America—now in graphic novel form. Offred is a sex slave in a religious totalitarian regime called the Republic of Gilead.
ORDER #494810

I MOVED TO LOS ANGELES TO WORK IN ANIMATION  
by Natalie Nourigat  
An autobiographical how-to graphic novel describing one young woman’s journey from Portland to Los Angeles and her struggle to build an animation career in California.
ORDER #494818

MIDWEST, BOOK 1  
by Skottie Young  
In the land between the coasts, a region full of hidden magic, an unwitting adventurer searches for answers about his family history after the small town of Farmington is destroyed.
ORDER #494825

KID GLOVES  
by Lucy Knisley  
A memoir in graphic novel form that chronicles Lucy Knisley’s struggles with infertility, miscarriage, and pregnancy. Includes information on the history and science of reproductive health.
ORDER #487301

MIDWEST, BOOK 1  
by Skottie Young  
In the land between the coasts, a region full of hidden magic, an unwitting adventurer searches for answers about his family history after the small town of Farmington is destroyed.
ORDER #494825

CAMP  
by Kayla Miller  
Best friends Willow and Olive run into trouble at summer camp when Willow struggles to form connections and make new friends, latching on to Olive as a living security blanket. Can their friendship survive the summer?
ORDER #488924

MOON GIRL AND DEVIL DINOSAUR  
by Brandon Montclare  
A preteen super genius with INHUMAN powers finds an unlikely friend when a savage, red-scaled tyrant is suddenly teleported from the prehistoric past.
ORDER #404395

CHESHIRE CROSSING  
by Andy Weir  
After returning from Wonderland, Neverland, and Oz, Alice, Wendy, and Dorothy meet at a special boarding school for girls with supernatural experiences. They soon find themselves in a new adventure stretching throughout the multiverse.
ORDER #492227
**Bloom**
*by* Kevin Panetta
A young man is desperate to escape his job at the family bakery and move to the big city, but while interviewing candidates for his replacement, he meets a new love interest in Hector.

**Order #492612**

**Pumpkin Heads**
*by* Rainbow Rowell
Two seasonal best friends decide to enjoy one last hurrah as their final season working together at “the best pumpkin patch in the world” is about to end with their senior year.

**Order #494820**

**Olga We’re Out of Here**
*by* Elise Gravel
Animal lover and kid scientist Olga is back and this time she’s determined to leave Earth behind in search of her friend Meh’s home planet. First, she’ll have to figure out why Meh is acting so strangely.

**Order #455592**

**Mia Mayhem is a Superhero**
*by* Kara West
An ordinary eight-year-old girl discovers that she is actually a superhero and learns how to balance her normal everyday life with her new super secret identity.

**Order #492383**

**Laura Dean Keeps Breaking up with Me**
*by* Mariko Tamaki
A young woman seeks advice on romance from a mysterious medium known as the Seek-Her after she and girlfriend Laura Dean run into relationship problems.

**Order #490733**

**Pilu of the Woods**
*by* Mai K. Nguyen
A young girl runs into the woods when her turbulent emotions get out of hand and finds a friend in a lost tree spirit named Pilu who needs help finding her way back home.

**Order #497547**

**Pumpkin Heads**
*by* Rainbow Rowell
Two seasonal best friends decide to enjoy one last hurrah as their final season working together at “the best pumpkin patch in the world” is about to end with their senior year.

**Order #494820**

**Mia Mayhem is a Superhero**
*by* Kara West
An ordinary eight-year-old girl discovers that she is actually a superhero and learns how to balance her normal everyday life with her new super secret identity.

**Order #492383**

**Laura Dean Keeps Breaking up with Me**
*by* Mariko Tamaki
A young woman seeks advice on romance from a mysterious medium known as the Seek-Her after she and girlfriend Laura Dean run into relationship problems.

**Order #490733**

**Pilu of the Woods**
*by* Mai K. Nguyen
A young girl runs into the woods when her turbulent emotions get out of hand and finds a friend in a lost tree spirit named Pilu who needs help finding her way back home.

**Order #497547**
Burned
by Edward Humes
The true story of Jo Ann Parks, who was sentenced to life in prison for setting the fire that killed her three small children in 1989. Over 25 years later, new scientific evidence suggests that she might be innocent.
Order #489150

The Chinese Orange Mystery
by Ellery Queen
Amateur sleuth Ellery Queen is called in when a body with two spears in its back is discovered in a publishing office and every item in the vicinity has been turned backwards and upside down.
Order #489152

Crown Jewel
by Christopher Reich
In Monte Carlo, an industrial-spy-for-hire connects a series of casino heists to the kidnapping of the son of a German heiress and the death of a casino dealer in a story that races from Port Hercule to the Swiss Alps.
Order #494171

Victory Garden
by Rhys Bowen
When her fiancé is killed in action, leaving her alone and with child, a young woman finds refuge on a Devonshire estate working as a “land girl,” tending the grounds to help the war effort during World War I.
Order #497545

The Chef
by James Patterson
A New Orleans police detective and celebrity food truck chef is accused of murder. While racing to clear his name, he uncovers the plot of a group of home-grown terrorists who plan to attack his beloved city during Mardis Gras.
Order #481423

Code Name: Lise
by Larry Loftis
This thrilling true story of love, intrigue, and survival follows British SOE Agent Odette Sansom and Captain Peter Churchill from their daring missions in Occupied France to prison and concentration camp following their capture by the Nazis.
Order #489151

Evvie Drake Starts Over
by Linda Holmes
The story of an unlikely relationship between a young woman who’s lost her husband and a major league pitcher who has lost his game.
Order #494170

Lessons from Lucy
by Dave Barry
Laugh out loud with humorist Dave Barry as he faces life after middle age with the help of his beloved dog Lucy, who teaches him to live in the present, let go of grievances, and feel good in his own skin.
Order #489148
**Little Faith**  
*by Nicholas Butler*  
A man struggles with a difficult decision after his estranged daughter returns home under the influence of a radical pastor who is convinced that her six-year-old son has the power to heal the sick.  
**ORDER #494168**

**Love Thy Neighbor**  
*by Ayaz Virji*  
A Muslim doctor describes his experiences with discrimination in small town America and how an invitation to speak at a local church about common misconceptions of Islam turned into a new vocation.  
**ORDER #494172**

**More Than Words**  
*by Jill Santopolo*  
The daughter of a wealthy New York hotelier finds her life at a turning point when her father’s death exposes a shocking secret and she is torn between the love of two very different men.  
**ORDER #489153**

**Mrs. Everything**  
*by Jennifer Weiner*  
Against the backdrop of Vietnam and free love, two very different sisters find themselves in unexpected roles: Jo the tomboy becomes a proper young mother while feminine good girl Bethie turns into a thrill seeking wild child.  
**ORDER #494173**

**The Peacock Feast**  
*by Lisa Gornick*  
A sweeping family drama and an exploration of the meaning of art and the art of dying that stretches from the decadence of Tiffany family mansions to Texas, London, and a Mendocino commune.  
**ORDER #494169**

**The River**  
*by Peter Heller*  
Two college friends set out on a leisurely canoe trip through the Canadian wilderness, but their journey takes a dangerous turn when they learn of an approaching wildfire and a fellow traveler disappears.  
**ORDER #489149**

**Run Away**  
*by Harlan Coben*  
A young woman leaves home addicted to drugs and an abusive boyfriend, but when her father sees her alone and in trouble in Central Park, he follows her into a world of darkness and danger, determined to help—whatever the cost.  
**ORDER #482621**

**Under the Midnight Sun**  
*by Tracie Peterson*  
In 1929 Alaska, an adventure-loving female naturalist finds refuge at the Curry Hotel near Denali where she works with the attractive Thomas Smith. Can he protect her from a dangerous man from her past?  
**ORDER #480033**
**Non-Fiction**

**All You Can Ever Know**  
*by Nicole Chung*  
Growing up in a sheltered Oregon town after her Korean parents gave her up for adoption, Nicole Chung struggled with prejudice and identity as a transracial adoptee. This is the story of her search for her roots.  
**ORDER #474660**

---

**A Carnival of Losses**  
*by Donald Hall*  
A collection of funny and fierce essays on the challenges and freedoms that come with aging from former U.S. Poet Laureate and man of letters Donald Hall.  
**ORDER #457220**

---

**Bottom of the Pot**  
*by Naz Deravian*  
Naz Deravian, whose family fled the Iranian Revolution of 1979, shares over 100 of her favorite Persian recipes — adapted for the American kitchen and interspersed with essays about the meaning of home.  
**ORDER #489161**

---

**Aristotle's Way**  
*by Edith Hall*  
A renowned classicist examines one of history’s greatest philosophers, distilling his teaching on human happiness into ten practical lessons that can help us lead happy, fulfilled, and meaningful lives.  
**ORDER #488854**

---

**The Broken Circle**  
*by Enjeela Ahmadi-Miller*  
Enjeela Ahmadi-Miller tells the story of her family’s five year journey of escape from Afghanistan following the 1980 Soviet Invasion, examining the cost of war on her once peaceful, prosperous home.  
**ORDER #487624**

---

**The Impossible Climb**  
*by Mark Synnott*  
With anecdotes on the history of climbing—from Yosemite to Pakistan’s Great Trango Tower—Mark Synnott tells the story of his friend Alex Honnold’s historic ascent of El Capitan in less than four hours.  
**ORDER #488865**

---

**The Good Immigrant**  
*by Nikesh Shukla & Chimene Suleyman*  
A timely and provocative collection of essays and personal stories on immigration and the struggle of living between cultures by celebrated writers from Nigeria to Korea and Latin America.  
**ORDER #489167**

---

**Make Time**  
*by Jake Knapp & John Zeratsky*  
Jake Knapp and John Zeratsky, the creators of Google Venture’s renowned “design sprint,” offer their best tips and strategies for time management in an easy to use four-step daily framework.  
**ORDER #487204**

---

**Digital Format Available on Hoopla**
Milk of Paradise
by Lucy Inglis
Acclaimed cultural historian Lucy Inglis chronicles the history of the opium trade from ancient Mesopotamia to modern Afghanistan and America and today’s synthetic opiates.
ORDER #488856

The Moment of Lift
by Melinda Gates
Drawing on wisdom and experience gained from years of philanthropic work around the globe, Melinda Gates shares her vision on the urgent need to empower women and girls.
ORDER #488477

The Moth Presents: Occasional Magic
by Catherine Burns
A collection of stories from around the world told by people who faced seemingly impossible situations and emerged on the other side transformed by wonder, beauty, and clarity.
ORDER #487201

Thick
by Tressie McMillan Cottom
An award-winning professor of sociology offers eight provocative and personal essays covering topics ranging from beauty, media, and money to Saturday Night Live, sexual violence, and Trump rallies.
ORDER #489160

Serving the Servant
by Danny Goldberg
Drawing from his own memory as well as interviews with family and friends, Kurt Cobain’s former manager and close friend Danny Goldberg sheds new light on the story of the iconic musician’s rise to fame and his tragic suicide.
ORDER #488853

The Soul of a Team
by Tony Dungy
In the context of a football fable, the Superbowl-winning coach of the Indianapolis Colts shares four essential principles practiced by truly effective teams.
ORDER #496469

Want More Non-Fiction?
Stay informed and entertained with digital newspapers and magazines that you can read 24-hours a day!

We offer 87 popular magazines like The Atlantic, Bon Appétit, and Wired on RBDigital Magazines (formerly Zinio) and full online access to Consumer Reports and The New York Times.

NCRL.ORG/MOL-NONFICTION
**This Chair Rocks**  
*by Ashton Applewhite*

Author, activist, and TED speaker Ashton Applewhite calls for an end to age discrimination in this provocative and funny manifesto on the history of ageism in the workplace, the bedroom, and beyond.  
**Order #495052**

---

**Let Her Fly**  
*by Ziauddin Yousafzai*

The father of Malala Yousafzai, the young girl shot in the head by the Taliban for going to school, tells his family’s story—from his own childhood in Pakistan to his daughter’s attack and on to the challenges of starting over in the UK.  
**Order #495047**

---

**The Upside**  
*by Abdel Sellou*

In this memoir that inspired the major motion picture, a former pickpocket and con-artist just out on parole forms an unlikely friendship with a paraplegic aristocrat after the man hires him as a companion.  
**Order #492671**

---

**Spearhead**  
*by Adam Makos*

From the Battle of the Bulge to the fight for Cologne, an American tank gunner recounts his World War II journey and his part in the legendary duel between the 3rd Armored Division and the unit of Panzers sent on a suicide mission to stop them.  
**Order #495050**

---

**Last Boat out of Shanghai**  
*by Helen Zia*

The thrilling true stories of four young people who joined the mass exodus from Communist China following the victory of Mao and his followers in 1949.  
**Order #492171**

---

**The Threat**  
*by Andrew G. McCabe*

The story of former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe’s high-profile firing hours before his retirement, told by the man himself in an impassioned defense of the integrity of the FBI.  
**Order #485504**

---

**Soldier, Sailor, Frogman, Spy**  
*by Giles Milton*

A bold new narrative history of D-Day, told from the perspective of those who were there—from military architects at Headquarters to German defenders, French resistance fighters, and more.  
**Order #495049**

---

**Brothers Down**  
*by Walter R. Borneman*

A collection of heartbreaking stories about the groups of brothers who served together and were lost aboard the U.S.S. Arizona during the Pearl Harbor attack, told from the perspective of their wives, parents, and sweethearts.  
**Order #495045**
**Down from the Mountain**  
*by Bryce Andrews*  
The story of a grizzly bear named Millie: her life, death, and cubs, and what they reveal about the changing character of the American West.  
**Order #497706**

**A Grip of Time**  
*by Lauren Kessler*  
Journalist Lauren Kessler provides a rare glimpse into the American penal system with this account of a “Lifer’s Writer’s Group” that met over three years at a maximum security prison, sharing their struggles with guilt, drama, and tedium.  
**Order #497704**

**Rough Magic**  
*by Lara Prior Palmer*  
An exciting memoir by Lara Prior-Palmer, who at age nineteen was the first female winner of an epic, ten day horse race over 1,000 kilometers of Mongolian grassland that recreates the horse messenger system first initiated by Ghengis Khan.  
**Order #496461**

**Things My Son Needs to Know About the World**  
*by Fredrik Backman*  
A collection of heartfelt and humorous essays on fatherhood by the New York Times bestselling author of *A Man Called Ove*.  
**Order #495051**

**Girl, Stop Apologizing**  
*by Rachel Hollis*  
In this followup to *Girl Wash Your Face*, Rachel Hollis, the founder and CEO of TheChicSite.com, returns with more encouragement for women to embrace their dreams and stop defining themselves by the expectations of others.  
**Order #495046**

**Maid**  
*by Stephanie Land*  
At 28, Journalist Stephanie Land was a maid and single mom struggling to make ends meet, living on food stamps and WIC while taking online college classes. Her story provides unique insight on American poverty.  
**Order #478890**

---

**OverDrive**

Check out our collection of e-books and e-audiobooks for your smartphone, tablet, kindle, or e-reader!  
New fiction and non-fiction titles for kids, teens, and adults are added every week.

**LEARN MORE:**  
[ncrl.org/mol-ebooks](ncrl.org/mol-ebooks)

**BORROW NOW:**  
[ncrl.overdrive.com](ncrl.overdrive.com)
**Anatomy of a Scandal**  
*by Sarah Vaughan*  
A woman’s seemingly perfect life unravels after her successful and charismatic husband confesses an indiscretion and is accused of a shocking crime.  
**Order #495019**

**The Last Romantics**  
*by Tara Conklin*  
A renowned poet tells the story that inspired her greatest work, revealing a decades-long tale of family loyalty, betrayal, and rescue.  
**Order #482758**

**The Hive**  
*by Orson Scott Card*  
In this prequel to *Ender’s Game*, an alien mothership hovers on the edge of the galaxy, ready to strike Earth. Can the planet’s warring nations and corporations unite in time to mount a defense?  
**Order #492350**

**The Lost Man**  
*by Jane Harper*  
Family secrets, murder, and betrayal abound on a remote Australian cattle ranch when two estranged brothers reunite after their middle brother is lured out into the Outback alone and later found dead of exposure.  
**Order #487072**

**The Chain**  
*by Adrian McKinty*  
A mother receives a letter informing her that her daughter has been kidnapped and that the only way to save her child from death is for her to abduct someone else’s child and forward the morbid chain letter.  
**Order #495020**

**Daughter of War**  
*by Brad Taylor*  
Pike Logan and his black ops task force race against the clock after they uncover a conspiracy involving North Korea, Syria, and a lethal substance called red mercury. Can they prevent the imminent attack?  
**Order #481980**

**The Light Over London**  
*by Julia Kelly*  
While working an estate sale for an antique dealer, a young woman discovers the World War II diary of a gunner girl and finds herself captivated by the woman who targeted enemy planes during the London Blitz.  
**Order #483313**

**The Never Game**  
*by Jeffery Deaver*  
A private investigator delves into the world of game designers and tech titans as he tracks a kidnapper who is using victims to reenact a video game in which players are dropped into inhospitable environments with only five random objects for survival.  
**Order #495022**
The New Iberia Blues
by James Lee Burke
New Orleans Detective Dave Robicheaux investigates the death of a young woman found crucified after disappearing near the Cyrpemort Point estate of a Hollywood director.
Order #482402

The River
by Peter Heller
Two college friends set out on a leisurely canoe trip through the Canadian wilderness, but their journey takes a dangerous turn when they learn of an approaching wildfire and a fellow traveller disappears.
Order #488964

The Scent Keeper
by Erica Bauermeister
A moving and evocative coming-of-age novel about a young girl living on a remote island with her father, who creates mysterious fragrances and keeps them in drawers lining the walls of their cabin.
Order #498966

Summer of ’69
by Elin Hilderbrand
Against the backdrop of a rapidly changing America, four siblings wrestle with the drama and intrigue of personal and cultural upheaval during one iconic summer.
Order #496091

Star-Crossed
by Minnie Darke
A magazine writer tinkers with her publication’s horoscope section, hoping to use it to drive the man she loves into her arms, but her astrological meddling wreaks havoc when others use her fake readings to guide their decisions.
Order #495023

There There
by Tommy Orange
Twelve individuals converge on the Big Oakland Powwow in a fierce, angry, funny, and heartbreaking story about the plight of the urban Native American.
Order #474773

The Word is Murder
by Anthony Horowitz
An eccentric detective hires a ghost writer to document his life and work while he investigates the strange death of a wealthy London woman who was found strangled only hours after walking into a funeral parlor to arrange her own funeral.
Order #474572

The American Agent
by Jacqueline Winspear
At the request of Scotland Yard and the US Department of Justice, Maisie Dobbs investigates the death of an American war correspondent during the London Blitz, but finds herself embroiled in wartime propaganda and political intrigue.
Order #496462
Blended
by Sharon M. Draper
An eleven-year-old girl feels torn between two worlds after her parents split up in this thoughtful story about divorce and racial identity.
Order #492419

Finding Orion
by John David Anderson
Coming from a family of odd and unusual characters named after his mother’s favorite constellations, Rion is fascinated by his motorcycle riding, crossbow toting, and stuffed-squirrel-gifting grandfather.
Order #492428

Into the Wild
by Erin Hunter
An ordinary house cat must summon all of his warrior instincts after he is drawn into a forest world full of warring cat clans where the sinister Shadow Clan is on the rise.
Order #499135

My Life as an Ice Cream Sandwich
by Ibi Zoboi
A sheltered, outerspace-loving girl raised by her NASA engineer grandfather in Huntsville, Alabama discovers a whole new world when she spends some time with her father in Harlem.
Order #498910

Spy School: British Invasion
by Stuart Gibbs
Super-spy middle schooler Ben Ripley and his spy school friends break from the CIA and team up with Britain’s MI6 in order to take down the leaders of SPYDER once and for all.
Order #492447

Theodore Boone: The Accomplice
by John Grisham
After his friend is arrested as an unwitting accomplice to an armed robbery, thirteen-year-old amateur lawyer Theodore Boone races against the clock to prove his friend’s innocence.
Order #498967

The Journey of Little Charlie
by Christopher Paul Curtis
After his sharecropper father dies severely in debt to the fearsome Cap’n Buck, a twelve-year-old boy agrees to track down stolen property for the man, not realizing that the “property” is actually a fugitive slave.
Order #496463

Monstrous Devices
by Damien Love
A young boy is drawn into the macabre magic of an ancient family feud after he receives a mysterious old tin robot with strange powers from his grandfather.
Order #496464
**The Assassination of Brangwain Spurge**
by M.T. Anderson
An elfin historian and a goblin archivist form an unlikely friendship when the two bumbling scholars join forces to avert an international crisis and prevent a war between their two kingdoms.

**Order #494984**

**Patron Saints of Nothing**
by Randy Ribay
A Filipino-American high school senior travels to the Philippines to investigate his cousin’s murder after the young man is killed during President Duterte’s war on drugs.

**Order #494986**

**Step Sister**
by Jennifer Donnelly
This continuation of the Cinderella story follows Isabella—one of the “ugly” stepsisters—a bold, plain young woman in search of empowerment and redemption in a world that values beauty and sweetness above all.

**Order #494987**

**Sunny**
by Jason Reynolds
A young man struggling with guilt and his father’s disapproval finds friendship, healing, and purpose when he joins an elite middle school track team and discovers a talent for discus throwing.

**Order #494988**

**Swing**
by Kwame Alexander
Two best friends navigate their junior year of high school, first love, baseball, and "cool" in a world full of social challenges and racial prejudice. Told in Alexander’s signature free verse.

**Order #494989**

**The Heart in a Body in the World**
by Deb Caletti
A young woman recovering from a recent trauma sets off on a cross country run from Seattle to Washington, D.C., becoming a reluctant role model and symbol of the #MeToo movement.

**Order #494985**

**The Stars Below**
by David Baldacci
In this conclusion of the Vega Jane series, the future of the world is at stake as Vega hurtles toward an epic final confrontation with the powerful and evil sorcerer Necro.

**Order #486166**

**Sunny**
by Ambelin & Ezekiel Kwaymullina
The ghost of a recently deceased girl helps her grief-stricken detective father solve a murder case in a remote Australian town after a suspicious fire leaves behind a charred body and a raving witness.

**Order #498912**
VIDEOS (DVD): AWARD WINNERS

**If Beale Street Could Talk**
In this tale of love in the face of injustice, a young couple confronts an uncertain future after one of them is wrongly imprisoned for a crime that he did not commit. Rated R, 119 minutes.
Order #486938

**Black Panther**
After tragedy forces young Prince T’Challa to assume Wakanda’s throne, he is faced with the ultimate test, while the fate of his country and the entire world are at stake. Rated PG-13, 134 minutes.
Order #459104

**Eighth Grade**
Thirteen-year-old Kayla faces her last week of middle school and the end of her thus far disastrous eighth grade year and prepares to begin high school. Rated R, 94 minutes.
Order #477289

**Five Feet Apart**
A young teen suffering from cystic fibrosis falls in love with a fellow patient, but the two are not allowed to touch. Haley Lu Richardson and Cole Sprouse star as two young people who refuse to be defined by the obstacles that separate them. Rated PG-13, 116 minutes.
Order #492528

**Blackkklansman**
In 1970s Colorado Springs, the first African American detective in the local police department sets out to infiltrate and expose the Ku Klux Klan. Rated R, 135 minutes.
Order #476250

**Bohemian Rhapsody**
This is the story of the legendary rock band Queen—from its meteoric rise to lead singer Freddie Mercury’s solo career to the band’s reunion and one of the greatest performances in rock-and-roll history. Rated PG-13, 135 minutes.
Order #483463

**The Favourite**
In early 18th-century England, the relationship between Queen Anne and her close friend, Lady Sarah, is threatened by a new servant who schemes to return to her aristocratic roots. Rated R, 119 minutes.
Order #485423

**The Green Book**
A bouncer from the Bronx is hired to drive a world-class, African American pianist on a concert tour from Manhattan to the Deep South during the 1960s, using The Green Book to guide them to the few hotels and restaurants that welcome people of color. Rated PG-13, 130 minutes.
Order #486003
A Dog's Journey
In this continuation of A Dog’s Purpose, Ethan’s beloved dog Bailey is back with a new job: to protect Ethan’s daughter CJ at any cost. Rated PG, 109 minutes.
ORDER #496414

Ralph Breaks the Internet
Ralph and fellow misfit Vanellope risk it all by traveling to the Internet in search of a part to save her game. When Vanellope embraces this thrilling new world, Ralph realizes he may lose the only friend he’s ever had. Rated PG, 112 minutes.
ORDER #484495

Mary Poppins Returns
Mary Poppins is back, helping the Banks family remember the joy of childhood. Together with her friend Jack the lamplighter she brings fun back to the streets of London. Rated PG, 130 minutes.
ORDER #486432

How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World
When the sudden appearance of a female Light Fury coincides with the darkest threat their village has ever faced, Hiccup and Toothless must journey to a hidden world. Rated PG, 105 minutes.
ORDER #491127

The Lego Movie: The Second Part
Emmet, Lucy, and Batman are back in an epic adventure as they face a huge threat from outer space that will test their courage and creativity. Not rated, 107 minutes.
ORDER #490100

Dumbo
A Disney legend returns for a whole new generation. Acclaimed director Tim Burton presents a reimagined DUMBO. Dreams soar all the way to the big top when a baby elephant that can fly saves the day! Rated PG, 111 minutes.
ORDER #493921

Spider-Man: Into the Spider-verse
This animated feature introduces Brooklyn teen Miles Morales and the limitless possibilities of the Spider-Verse, where more than one can wear the mask. Rated PG, 234 minutes.
ORDER #486429

Ugly Dolls
When Moxy and the UglyDolls discover Perfection, a town where dolls are judged by an unforgiving standard of attractiveness, they confront what it means to be different, discovering that you don’t have to be perfect to be amazing. Not rated, 88 minutes.
ORDER #496415
**Si**
*by Andrea Bocelli*
Italian tenor Andrea Bocelli returns with a new album featuring 16 songs of love, family, faith, and hope. Includes breathtaking duets with Ed Sheeran, Josh Groban, Bocelli’s 20-year-old son Matteo, and more.
**ORDER #499002**

**Lover**
*by Taylor Swift*
Pop, pop rock, and country singer-songwriter Taylor Swift’s latest album focuses on finding romance in unexpected places. Includes the hit singles *Me!* and *You Need to Calm Down*, along with appearances by the Dixie Chicks and Brendon Urie.
**ORDER #499003**

**Western Stars**
*by Bruce Springsteen*
Drawing inspiration from Southern California pop records of the late 60s and 70s, Springsteen’s latest album focuses on American themes of highways and desert spaces, isolation, community, and the permanence of home and hope.
**ORDER #499004**

**Thank U, Next**
*by Ariana Grande*
Grammy award-winning singer Ariana Grande returns with her fifth studio album, featuring her signature pop and R&B style along with hip hop, soul, pop-rap and trap music influences.
**ORDER #499005**

**Descendants 3: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack**
*by Various Artists*
Enjoy the original soundtrack of the popular Disney TV movie *Descendants 3*. Showcases the music of artists such as Dove Cameron, Sarah Jeffrey, and more.
**ORDER #499006**

** Darkness and Light**
*by John Legend*
Ten time Grammy-winner and R&B artist John Legend returns with a new album that reflects his ever-evolving career and includes stunning guest collaborations with Chance the Rapper and more.
**ORDER #436863**

**Experiment**
*by Kane Brown*
An array of original songs with R&B and arena rock influences from country music singer-songwriter Kane Brown. Includes the single *Lose It* along with *American Bad Dream*, *Homesick*, and *Good as You*.
**ORDER #484233**

**Kidz Bop 39**
*by KIDZ BOP Kids*
KIDZ Bop Kids is back with another compilation album of today’s hottest music—they’re performed by children! Includes songs ranging from *Lost in Japan* and *No Brainer* to *Back to You*, *This is Me*, and more.
**ORDER #482924**
1619 Broadway: The Brill Building Project  
by Kurt Elling  
Grammy-winning jazz singer Kurt Elling pays homage to the legendary music of New York’s iconic Brill Building with these inventive reinterpretations of classic songs.  
**Order #499007**

The Lion King: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack  
by Various Artists  
Selections from the 2019 film, including new recordings of original songs by Elton John and Tim Rice. Features the work of Hans Zimmer, Beyoncé, and more.  
**Order #499008**

This One’s for You  
by Luke Combs  
Country music phenomenon Luke Combs dazzles with his gritty, grizzled vocals and his brazen songwriting talent in this popular debut album. Includes the hit lead single Hurricane.  
**Order #498978**

Holler  
by Amy Ray  
Singer-songwriter Amy Ray of the folk rock duo Indigo Girls returns with her sixth solo album, a collection of country, southern rock, mountain music, gospel, and bluegrass.  
**Order #474856**

Winter Songs  
by Ola Gjeilo  
A collection of music for choir, piano, and strings inspired by winter and Christmas from Norwegian pianist and composer Ola Gjeilo. Features performances by the Choir of Royal Holloway and the 12 Ensemble.  
**Order #482876**

Shawn Mendes  
by Shawn Mendes  
Pop sensation Shawn Mendes’ new album features a collection of the artist’s best hits along with new tracks that feature a mix of pop rock, blues, and R&B. Includes the hit single In My Blood.  
**Order #472287**

Astroworld  
by Travis Scott  
This Grammy-nominated album by rapper, singer-songwriter, and hip hop artist Travis Scott features guest performances by Drake, Kid Cudi, Frank Ocean, and more and includes the singles Butterfly Effect and Yosemite.  
**Order #498970**

DNA  
by Backstreet Boys  
The Backstreet Boys highlight their signature pop, dance-pop, R&B, and pop rock style in their 9th studio album release that debuted at number one on the US Billboard 200.  
**Order #498972**
Español: Niños

LECTURA PARA NIÑOS

Buenas Noches, Construcción. Buenas Noches, Diversión.
by Sherri Duskey Rinker
Order #494181

Si yo tuviera un Pequeño Barco
by Calee M. Lee
Order #494187

Una Buena Lección
by Claudia Atticot
Order #494190

Bravo, Chico Canta! Bravo!
by Pat Mora
Order #317811

Jorge el Curioso
by H. A. Rey
Order #58612

¡Al Bebé le Encanta la Ingeniería Aeroespacial!
by Ruth Spiro
Order #494192

Lola Quiere un Gato
by Anna McQuinn
Order #494186

Soy un Cerdito Rosa
by Calee M. Lee
Order #494185

Feliz Navidad Buhito
by Brenda Ponnay
Order #494183
NIÑOS

**El Año Nuevo Chino**
_by Rebecca Pettiford_
Aprende sobre estas fiestas chinas y las formas en que la gente las celebra. Incluye fotos vibrantes a todo color y texto simplificado para atraer a lectores emergentes.
*Order #470403*

**Exploremos Las Estrellas**
_by Walt K. Moon_
¿Algún vez te has preguntado qué hace brillar una estrella? Encuentre la respuesta y más con este atractivo libro que incluye fotos vibrantes y texto simplificado para capturar la imaginación de los lectores jóvenes.
*Order #478106*

**¡Mira, un Delfín!**
_by Tessa Kenan_
Las fotografías a todo color y las preguntas de pensamiento crítico apropiadas para su edad atraerán a los jóvenes lectores mientras aprenden todo sobre los delfines, los mamíferos juguetones e inteligentes del mar.
*Order #494194*

**El Trágico Destino de Birdie Bloom**
_by Temre Beltz_
En el reino de cuento de hadas de Wanderley, un Trágico, un huérfano condenado a un final infeliz, y una bruja forman una amistad poco probable, trabajando juntos para frustrar su trágico destino.
*Order #494189*

JÓVENES ADULTOS

**Luna Azul**
_by Alyson Noel_
Una joven inmortal que se enfrenta a nuevos poderes debe decidir si retroceder el tiempo para evitar el accidente que mató a su familia o quedarse en el presente y salvar al joven que ama de una misteriosa enfermedad.
*Order #143240*

**Todo Esto es Cierto**
_by Lygia Day Peñaflor_
Cuatro adolescentes se hacen amigos de su novelista favorito, solo para encontrar sus secretos más profundos y oscuros en las páginas de su próximo libro con consecuencias devastadoras.
*Order #494188*

**La Bruja del Mar**
_by Sarah Henning_
Una joven adolescente que se lamenta por la pérdida de su mejor amiga tropieza con una misteriosa chica con un extraño parecido con su difunta amiga en las orillas de su pequeño pueblo de pescadores.
*Order #494180*

**Estuvimos Aquí**
_by Nana Rademacher_
Resistiendo a una dictadura militar opresiva que ha ilegalizado Internet, una joven recupera el acceso a la red mundial, inicia un blog, y se hace amiga de un joven en línea en 2039 Berlín.
*Order #494182*
Amiga, Lávate esa Cara
by Rachel Hollis
La fundadora y CEO de TheChicSite.com comparte cómo logró el éxito al superar sus propias inseguridades y abrazar el caos de la vida.
ORDER #491592

Amiga, Deja de Disculpar
by Rachel Hollis
Rachel Hollis regresa con más estímulo para que las mujeres acepten sus sueños y dejen de definirse por las expectativas de los demás.
ORDER #491593

¿Viven!
by Piers Paul Read
Esta es la verdadera historia del joven equipo de rugby cuyo avión se estrelló en una remota región de las montañas de los Andes en 1972. Forzado a hacer lo impensable para sobrevivir, solo 16 de los 45 pasajeros originales sobrevivieron.
ORDER #383536

Francotirador
by Chris Kyle
Las memorias más vendidas del Navy Seal Chris Kyle, el francotirador más letal en la historia militar de los Estados Unidos, fue trágicamente asesinado en 2013 y se convirtió en la inspiración para la exitosa película de Clint Eastwood.
ORDER #310157

Controla tus Finanzas en 30 Días
by Deborah Smith Pegues
Controle los hábitos de gasto revoltos en 30 días con esta guía simple y práctica.
ORDER #496362

Pescados y Mariscos
by DK Spanish
Publicado originalmente en el Reino Unido, este libro de cocina presenta recetas fáciles y deliciosas de pescado y mariscos.
ORDER #218256

Redentores
by Enrique Krauze
Un examen del desarrollo de la tradición intelectual latinoamericana a través del prisma de sus figuras definitorias: desde Octavio Paz hasta Che Guevara, José Vasconcelos, y Hugo Chávez.
ORDER #494069

¿Por qué Engordamos?
by Gary Taubes
De vuelta con nuevas ideas sobre el aumento de peso, el autor de Buenas Calorías, Malas Calorías aborda las cuestiones del ejercicio, la genética y la nutrición, mientras ofrece soluciones prácticas.
ORDER #494070
**Amor Redentor**  
_by Francine Rivers_  
En este recuento de la historia bíblica de Oseas ambientada en la Fiebre del Oro de California, un hombre rescata a una joven de la prostitución al casarse con ella después de recibir una llamada de Dios.  
ORDER #494047

**La Espía de Franco**  
_by Basilio Trilles_  
Una heroína de la Guerra Civil Española se convierte en agente estadounidense después de la guerra, pero ella lucha con lealtades conflictivas después de enamorarse de un anarquista antifranquista.  
ORDER #480856

**La Virgen de los Sicarios**  
_by Fernando Vallejo_  
Después de regresar a su ciudad natal colombiana para encontrarla plagada de pandillas y violencia, Fernando se enamora de un joven sicario de los barrios marginales.  
ORDER #491596

**La Perla**  
_by John Steinbeck_  
Un zambullidor pobre que se gana la vida reuniendo perlas en el Golfo de California descubre una gema gigante y exquisita del tamaño de un huevo de gaviota. Basado en un cuento popular mexicano.  
ORDER #491601

**Mujeres Que Matan**  
_by Alberto Barrera Tyszka_  
En una distopía caribeña, los miembros de un club de libros para mujeres cometen un crimen accidentalmente y luego cometen un asesinato después de leer un libro de autoayuda.  
ORDER #494055

**El Sueño de su Hija**  
_by Francine Rivers_  
Después de desaparecer en la turbulencia de la contracultura de San Francisco en la década de 1960, una joven madre recurre a su familia para que la ayude a construir una nueva vida para ella y su hija.  
ORDER #496399

---

**LANGUAGE LEARNING**

Start learning a language today using Rosetta Stone’s famous language learning solution! 30 languages offered, including English as a second language.

**Aprendizaje de idiomas**  
Comience a aprender un idioma hoy usando la famosa solución de aprendizaje del lenguaje de Rosetta Stone! 30 idiomas ofrecidos, incluyendo el inglés como segundo idioma.

[ncrl.org/mol-lang](http://ncrl.org/mol-lang)
NCRL Teen Reads Presents

Robin Benway

Winner of the 2017 National Book Award for Young People’s Literature and the 2018 PEN America Award, author Robin Benway’s work has been recognized by The New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, NPR, PBS, Entertainment Weekly, and The Boston Globe.

Far from the Tree

This beautiful interweaving story of three very different teenagers connected by blood explores the meaning of family in all its forms—how to find it, how to keep it, and how to love it.

Order #436404

Coming to NCW
October 2019!

Read the book!
**Educated**
*by Tara Westover*

The remarkable story of one young woman’s transformation from an unschooled, rural Idaho fundamentalist into a Cambridge University PhD.

Order #445511

---

**Past Tense**
*by Lee Child*

Jack Reacher uncovers unsettling details from his family’s past when he visits his father’s birthplace in a small New England town and comes to the aid of two Canadian travelers stranded at the local motel.

Order #470170

---

**Dog Man: Brawl of the Wild**
*by Dav Pilkey*

After he is sent to the pound for a crime he didn’t commit, Dog Man struggles to find his place among dogs and people while his friends attempt to prove his innocence.

Order #468542

---

**The Reckoning**
*by John Grisham*

In 1946, a decorated World War II veteran and pillar of his community drives into town, commits a shocking crime, and then refuses to say anything about his actions—even to his own attorney.

Order #468749

---

**The Great Alone**
*by Kristin Hannah*

A troubled veteran returns home from Vietnam and moves his family to an off-the-grid cabin in Alaska. Can the family survive the harsh northern winter intact?

Order #439310

---

**Liar Liar**
*by James Patterson*

On the run from a vicious killer, Detective Harriet Blue goes from good cop to dangerous fugitive in one week after she is forced to commit theft, fraud, and assault in order to survive.

Order #476978
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